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Moreton Bay – Where are we at ?
• Formed 6,000 yrs bp during last sealevel rise. 
• Indigenous “fire stick farming” (clearing land for 

hunting) increased sediment and nutrient 
loading c. 2000 yrs bp (increased productivity).

• 1824 European settlement urbanized catchments
• 1895 First signs of environmental problems in 

bay (mudworm disease in oyster fishery).
• 1960’s QX disease in oysters (water quality).
• 1996 first Lyngbya bloom (acid sulphate soils).
• 2000’s first major fish kills and dead zones.
• 2019 so far: major fish kills and algal blooms.
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Shellfish in Moreton Bay - History
• Thousands of years of sustainable use by 

coastal indigenous groups – including culture 
of Sydney rock oysters (Saccostrea glomerata) 
in Moreton Bay. 

• After European settlement in 1824, shell from 
middens and intertidal S. glomerata used to 
make road base or burnt for lime to make 
mortar for buildings in early Brisbane.

• By 1880s Moreton Bay oyster industry was 
expanding and intensifying by enhancing 
banks and dredge sections with spat from 
central QLD (e.g. Great Sandy Straits).
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Historical extent in Moreton Bay

SE QLD

X
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• First problems with dredge sections occurred 
after multiple floods during La-Nina period of 
1887-1893. 

Shellfish in Moreton Bay - History
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Decline of Oyster Industry
• Peak of production of Moreton Bay oyster 

fishery was in 1891 (21,000 sacks, approx 
1890 tonnes).

• Peak of dredge section licensing occurred 
in 1904 (64), then rapid decline with last 
one forfeited in 1947 (Maroochy River).

• Production of bank oysters declined to < 
10% of peak by 1981.

• Subtidal shellfish reefs now functionally 
extinct in SE QLD.
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Case study – Pumicestone Passage
• Historically, Sydney rock oysters were massively 

abundant in Pumicestone Passage. 
• Ninghy = Aboriginal word for “plenty of oysters”. 

Early settlers in the mid 1800’s described  subtidal
oyster reefs down to 4+ meters and intertidal 
reefs 300 yards long.

• But today subtidal oyster reefs are extinct and 
around 96% of oyster zonation has been lost.

• Investigations suggest underlying cause is due to 
recruitment failure from poor water quality and 
habitat change. Mud and dirty water = increased 
QX disease. Disease is the symptom, NOT the 
cause of decline.
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SRO in Pumicestone Passage

S. glomerata clumps
Ningi Creek, 2011

Pale digestive gland, 
gill lesions

Heavy QX 
infections
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SRO in Pumicestone Passage

Legacy oyster furniture, 
Ningi Creek, 2014
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Changing ecosystems in SE QLD

Lower Nerang River, upwards compression of the 
intertidal zone suitable for S. glomerata recruitment and 
survival

Subtidal and intertidal 
algal turfs trap 
resuspended sediment
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Changing ecosystems in SE QLD
Intertidal bank, Pumicestone Passage  c.1889

Note: prolific oyster recruitment on any available hard surface
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Changing ecosystems in SE QLD
Intertidal bank, Toorbul Point, 1906 vs 2011

2011, algal turfs trap 
resuspended sediment, 
preventing oyster recruitment

1906, prolific oyster recruitment 
on clean intertidal rocks
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Today – system turned “upside down”

Pumicestone Passage, 
Ningi Creek, 2016
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• Retain the management baseline. Do not let it shift.
• Catchment management that reduces inputs of 

sediments, nutrients and urban pollutants is 
important (causes disease, algal blooms, fish kills).

• Micro-trials showed natural oyster recruitment still 
occurs subtidally, if appropriate substrates provided 
(Diggles 2017, Proc Roy Soc QLD 122:17-23).

• These data suggest restoration of subtidal shellfish 
reefs is feasible in Pumicestone Passage and other 
areas of Moreton Bay, if appropriate interventions/ 
innovations are made.

What can be done about it ?
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Why restore shellfish reefs ?
• Bivalves, being filter feeders, are the “lungs of 

the estuary”. Shellfish reefs provide the following 
“ecosystem engineering” services:

• Food and habitat for fish and crustaceans.
• Filtration of water (decreased turbidity).
• Carbon sequestration (into shells). 
• Nutrient uptake and cycling (e.g. Nitrogen).
• Bentho-pelagic coupling (consuming nutrients 

from water column and energy from the sun (via 
phytoplankton) and converting these into 
material useful to other animals in the system 
(food for fish, nutrients for seagrass).

• i.e. Ecosystem engineers- the foundation of a 
healthy estuary.
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Why Restore Shellfish Reefs ?
•Assimilate 
283% more 
nitrogen than 
mud or sand 
banks
•Generate 
1300% to 
10,000% 
more fish and 
crabs than 
mud banks
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Why restore shellfish reefs ?
Estuary with shellfish reefsEstuary without shellfish reefs

Primary Production 

Phytoplankton Benthic algae Seagrasses

Zooplankton Shellfish

Bait fish Crabs

Larger Fish

Primary Production 

Phytoplankton Benthic algae Seagrasses

Zooplankton Shellfish

Bait Fish Crabs

Larger Fish

• Shellfish reefs link primary production to higher 
levels of food chain = clearer water, less algae, 
more seagrasses, more fish, crabs, biodiversity.  
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Estuaries without bivalves – what 
do you get ?

• Reduced food and reef habitat for fishes           
and crustaceans = unhealthy fisheries.

• Reduced bentho-pelagic coupling = poor utilisation
of available nutrients which favours the algal-
microbial loop, leading to.....

• Undesirable algal growth and/or algal /jellyfish 
blooms, microbial problems in shellfish (and 
swimmers/ other water users).

• Increased turbidity, reducing seagrass growth and 
survival, in other words, exactly……

• What we see in Moreton Bay today.
• It can get worse: dead zones (low or no O2), fish 

kills to come next ?
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• Three pronged catchment management effort to 
restore their waterways.

• 1. Reduce Pollution
• 2. Restore Habitats

• Restoring shellfish reefs
• Replanting seagrasses
• Restoring wetlands
• Restoring fish passage

• 3. Manage Fisheries

• http://www.chesapeakebay.net/track/restoration

Fix it - Chesapeake Bay Program USA

At top of the list 
because restored 
shellfish reefs help 
with both 1. and 3. 
as well as 
restoration of 
seagrasses 
(through improved 
water clarity) and 
wetlands (through 
bank stabilisation)
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They are doing it! e.g. Harris Ck 
State, Federal Govts working with NGOs and community to scale 

up restoration to critical mass and “flip” ecosystem back.
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Chesapeake Bay Program
• Dead zones (areas of water with low/no oxygen) 

in Cheasapeake Bay made things very difficult for 
them – lets not let that happen here.

• Surveys have already found a dead zone in the 
upper Caboolture River in summer months 
(downstream of sewage outfall).  Other areas ?

• Better management of the catchment, and active 
rehabilitation of shellfish reefs are both critical to 
maintaining a healthy Moreton Bay in the face of 
relentless ongoing urban development.
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Shellfish Reef Restoration in Australia
• Australia – following on 20+ years behind 

efforts overseas, shellfish reef restoration 
efforts finally started in Australia in 2014. 

• A National 
Shellfish Reef 
Restoration 
Network has 
been 
established. 
Projects in all 
states except 
NT.
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Shellfish Reef Restoration in Australia

www.shellfishrestoration.org.au

State Governments 
driving projects
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• Significant community support to do something 
tangible for Pumicestone Passage by conducting a 
shellfish reef restoration project.

• Pumicestone Passage Restocking Association raised 
$30+K funds looking for projects to improve  
Pumicestone Passage for over a decade or more.

• Additional support came from local oyster growers, 
traditional owners (Joondoburri, Gubbi Gubbi), 
MBRC/Unity Water, Sunfish, BEIPA , Healthy Land 
and Water,  QLD Fisheries, OzFish Unlimited/BCF.

Local community support
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Preliminary work - 2014 micro-trials

2014 - SRO recruitment onto 
shell substrate placed subtidally 
increased with depth below low 
tide mark. 

2014- 400-500% more 
invertebrates and 1000’s of fish 
embryos deposited onto SRO 
shell substrate placed subtidally 
compared to intertidal controls.
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Preliminary work - 2015/16 micro-trials

2015 - 1000’s of fish larvae again 
deposited onto SRO shell 
substrate placed subtidally

2015  - Recorded 2600% more 
invertebrates in shell substrate 
placed subtidally  vs intertidally

Results – see Diggles 2017, Proc Roy Soc QLD 122: 17-23
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Preliminary work – Oyster Gardening
• Australia’s first oyster 

gardening initiative 
was undertaken in 
Bribie’s canal systems 
in 2016-17.

• Aim was to grow live 
oysters to add to trial 
restored reefs.

• Follow recipes for 
prior success from 
overseas.
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Preliminary work – Oyster Gardening
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• Grew over 
30,000+ live 
oysters for 
restoration.

• Monitoring 
“associates” 
provided useful 
biodiversity data

• Creature ID 
newsletter for 
unknowns, great 
education.

Oyster gardening - Citizen science
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Preliminary work - Oyster recycling 
• Shell substrate limited when starting restoration.
• Oyster shell recycling:  Recover oyster shells from 

local oyster processors and restaurants for use in reef 
restoration (after appropriate sanitisation/biosecurity). 
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Preliminary work - Oyster recycling 
• Problem: shellfish not 

recognised as having 
“beneficial use” in 
QLD under “Waste 
Reduction and 
Recycling Act 2011”  
Illegal to recycle……

• Red tape……
• Permits now obtained 

and recycling area set 
up at Ningi Tip.

• Minimum 3 months air 
drying required before 
use.
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• Trial restoration 
sites identified 

• Bathymetric 
surveys completed.

• Video transects 
completed.

• Reef design and 
engineering 
completed.

• Red tape……
• Permits obtained 
• Reefs deployed in 

early December 
2017.

Site selection
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Prepare shell for deployment onto reefs
7 Dec 2017

12 Dec 2017
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Deployment December 2017

8 years later……
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Gardened /recycled oysters 12 Dec 2017
shell in cages

Patch reefs

Biodegradable 
BESE units
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6 May 2018        
(5 months)Please do not 

anchor in this area!
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Measure 
results

• Oysters can 
survive and 
are growing. 
Baby oysters 
adding to 
reefs. 

• Fish surveys 
suggest 
doubling of 
fish numbers 
in first 6 
months.
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Cage reefs after 9 months (September 2018)
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Measure 
results

4040

6 Sept 2018        
(9 months)

oyster spat

tunicatesBotrylloides
spp.

encrusting algae

barnacles

macroalgae

“Mini reefs”
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Measure 
results

4141

6 Sept 2018        
(9 months)

Gunthers wrasse
bream

tarwhine

whiptail

grass tuskfishsilver biddies
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December 2018 – Deployment #2

March 2019

2 x 7+ meter dia. 
patch reefs (20 m3 of 
shell/reef) with larger 
besser module fences
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December 2018 – Deployment #2
• Videos show 

bream, tarwhine, 
moses perch, grass 
tuskfish, whiptails, 
silver biddy, happy 
moments, wrasse, 
snapper and 
others, all grazing 
on reefs. 

• Fishing is OK, but 
please DO NOT 
ANCHOR in area of 
reefs
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Quantitate results - US data.
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How can you help ?

Great partnership – customers can donate to fish 
habitat projects at the cash registers
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• Monitor field trials 
(fish and inverts.)

• Streamline approvals 
process.

• Scale up!  
• Ozfish Unlimited - 3 

chapters in bay all 
wanting to help.

• Refer to websites for 
more information and 
to keep up to date.

More information
www.restorepumicestonepassage.org
https://www.shellfishrestoration.org.au

https://ozfish.org.au

Next steps


